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Microassembly Fabrication of Tissue Engineering
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Abstract—This paper presents a novel technique to fabricate
scaffold/cell constructs for tissue engineering by robotic assembly
of microscopic building blocks (of volume 0.5 0.5 0.2 mm3
and 60 m thickness). In this way, it becomes possible to build
scaffolds with freedom in the design of architecture, surface mor-
phology, and chemistry. Biocompatible microparts with complex
3-D shapes were first designed and mass produced using MEMS
techniques. Semi-automatic assembly was then realized using
a robotic workstation with four degrees of freedom integrating
a dedicated microgripper and two optical microscopes. Coarse
movement of the gripper is determined by pattern matching in the
microscopes images, while the operator controls fine positioning
and accurate insertion of the microparts. Successful microassembly
was demonstrated using SU-8 and acrylic resin microparts. Taking
advantage of parts distortion and adhesion forces, which dominate
at micro-level, the parts cleave together after assembly. In contrast
to many current scaffold fabrication techniques, no heat, pressure,
electrical effect, or toxic chemical reaction is involved, a critical
condition for creating scaffolds with biological agents.
Note to Practioners—Tissue engineering aims at generation of ar-
tificial tissues and organs using patient specific cells. Cells obtained
from an individual are cultured and seeded onto a 3-D scaffold that
will slowly degrade and resorb as the bone structures grow and as-
similate in vivo. This paper develops a novel robotics technique to
fabricate scaffolds with custom properties, which could provide op-
timal growth conditions. Our technique, consisting of assembling
microscopic building blocks, can potentially provide physicians the
freedom to design and modify the scaffold surface morphology and
topology at the micron level in order to facilitate cellular coloniza-
tion and organization.
Index Terms—Microassembly, microrobotics, scaffold, tissue en-
gineering (TE).
I. INTRODUCTION
SCAFFOLDS are of great importance for tissue engineering(TE) [1] as they enable the fabrication of functional living
implants out of cells obtained from cells culture. Because TE
scaffolds will be implanted in the human body, the scaffold
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materials should be non-antigenic, noncarcinogenic, nontoxic,
nonteratogenic, and possess high cell/tissue biocompatibility so
as to avoid pathological reactions after implantation. Besides
material issues, the macro and microstructural properties of the
scaffold are also very important. In general, the scaffolds re-
quire individual external shape and well-defined internal struc-
ture with interconnected porosity to host cells. From a biological
point of view, the designed matrix should [2], [3]:
1) serve as an immobilization site for transplanted cells;
2) form a protective space to prevent unwanted tissue growth
into the wound bed and allow healing with differentiated
tissue;
3) direct migration or growth of cells via surface properties of
the scaffold;
4) direct migration or growth of cells via release of sol-
uble molecules such as growth factors, hormones, and/or
cytokines.
A review of techniques to manufacture scaffolds for TE can be
found in [4]. Conventional techniques such as solvent casting,
fiber bonding, and membrane lamination use toxic solvents
which are difficult to remove [5]–[7]. Further, solvent casting
and fiber bonding do not allow a multiple layer design, and
membrane lamination allows only a limited number of intercon-
nected pore networks. Rapid prototyping technologies such as
3-D printing and 3-D plotting can produce scaffolds with differ-
entiated 3-D structures by joining together liquid, powder, and
sheet materials layer by layer according to a computer-generated
model. However, this involves thermal treatment or toxic chemi-
cals, so seeding of cells and biological agents can be carried out
only after the scaffold has been manufactured. As a consequence,
it is difficult to seed cells and nutrients deep into interior regions
and to control their distribution.
This paper introduces a novel scaffold fabrication technique
which may circumvent major drawbacks of existing techniques
by assembling scaffolds from microscopic building blocks which
are held together by friction (Fig. 1). This gives flexibility in ma-
terial selection, pore shape and dimension control, and pore net-
work interconnection. No heat, pressure, electrical reaction or
toxic chemical is involved. We envision that each micro building
block can be coated and processed to have specific morphology
and chemistry and be seeded with specific cells before the as-
sembly, such that distribution can be controlled in 3-D.
To realize this approach requires addressing typical chal-
lenges of microrobotics [8] for life science and answering the
following questions:
1) Can suitable microparts be formed from biocompatible
materials with suitable properties? How can such parts be
fabricated in a manner compatible with mass production?
1545-5955/$25.00 © 2008 IEEE
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Fig. 1. Fabricating TE scaffolds by assembling microbuilding blocks. Parts can
be coated with specific growth factors and cells prior to assembly.
2) Can these microparts be assembled without breaking, in a
microassembly task more complex than peg-into-hole [9],
[10]?
3) How does one perform or simplify the underlying 3-D ma-
nipulation?
4) Will the positioning error grow exponentially with the
number of parts? Will the assembly be possible in these
conditions?
5) How do material properties and contact forces, dominant
at microscopic level, influence the assembly? Is friction
sufficient to hold the parts together?
We addressed these questions by combining simulations, de-
sign, and a robotic implementation:
1) We examined simple and efficient automatic processes to
microassemble scaffolds and designed microparts corre-
sponding to the selected assembly process.
2) We studied whether the forces involved during mi-
croassembly are compatible with the targeted materials
and investigated how the positioning error grows with an
increasing number of microparts and layers.
3) We developed suitable fabrication process for 3-D
microparts of 500 m with wall thickness of 60 m,
provided in a manner to facilitate subsequent coating and
assembly.
4) We designed a microgripper to manipulate the microparts,
integrated it into a microassembly workstation, and
implemented a semiautomatic assembly under visual
control.
Different applications of TE require a range of solutions [4].
Here, we target bone reconstruction, i.e., we consider materials
with properties corresponding to this application. The presented
work demonstrates the feasibility of the microassembly fabrica-
tion of scaffold for bone TE, but biological aspects such as cell
attachment, as well as a complete automation of the process,
will require further work.
Section II presents the concept and feasibility analysis of the
microassembly, Section III describes the fabrication of the 3-D
microscopic building blocks, and Section IV provides the ded-
icated workstation for microassembly. Experiments of scaffold
assembly are described in Section V. Section VI discusses the
system performance and highlights the developed fabrication
process.
II. CONCEPTUAL DESIGN AND FEASIBILITY ANALYSIS
A. Design of Microscopic Building Blocks and Scaffold
Bone TE requires that the scaffold be a template providing
special support and that it induces tissue formation. On one
hand, the material and structure have to be mechanically strong
in order to support existing tissue and the stress of new tissue.
On the other hand, material morphology critically influences the
formation rate and quality of new tissue [11]–[15]. In this con-
text, assembling microscopic building blocks gives scaffold de-
sign flexibility in the following factors:
Surface contour: In bones cites, demineralized bone
powder or resorbable calcium phosphates (forming parti-
cles between 200–500 m in diameter) induce new bone
to form adjacently; whereas, particles smaller than 125 m
encourage recruitment of macrophage.
Surface roughness: Surface topography influences the rate
of bone formation. For instance, rough surfaces enhance
synthesis of extracellular matrix and subsequent miner-
alization; smooth surfaces achieve highest osteocalcin
content and alkaline phosphatase activity. Therefore, our
technique enables coating with natural polymers and immo-
bilizing growth factors.
Surface chemistry: Incorporation of ions, particles, or
chemicals onto the surface can change the orientation of
binding proteins and thus change the binding of cells. Part
fabrication techniques enables implantation of ions and
particles.
Pore aspect ratio and dimension: Pore size affects cell
migration, attachment, and proliferation. For example, os-
teoblasts prefer pore sizes of 200–400 m [12].
Material: Tissue engineering scaffold material has to be
bioresorbable. However, to test the feasibility of the mi-
croassembly concept, we can use biocompatible materials
with mechanical properties similar to materials used for
bone engineering.
B. Design Concept
To simplify the manipulation of the microparts, we decided to
assemble scaffolds using only four degrees of freedom motion,
in a principle similar to the assembly of Lego parts. Each part is
positioned above the previous layer and pushed down vertically
into the corresponding parts of this lower layer. The scaffold
holds together due to friction and contact forces.
Fig. 2 shows three possible designs of building blocks that
can be assembled from above with four degrees-of-freedom
, where is the rotation around the axis.
Planar designs [Fig. 2(a)] are simple to fabricate (e.g., using
stamping, cutting, or etching) and to grasp but require relatively
complicated fixation and positioning. In contrast, 3-D designs
[Fig. 2(b) and (c)] are harder to fabricate but can be self-stable,
i.e., stand by their own, and require simpler supply and fixation.
We decided to use the 3-D cross shape micropart of Fig. 2(c)
for experiments because of the ease of fixation. For bone
growth, the suitable pore dimension to accommodate bone
cells of about 30–40 m is 200 to 400 m [16]. In our case,
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Fig. 2. Lego-like parts can be assembled by pushing them from above
using only four degrees-of-freedom. (A) Planar building blocks (of size
0.42 0.42 0.06 mm). (B) Tubular 3-D microparts. (C) Selected 3-D blocks
(of size 0.5 0.5 0.2 mm with 60 m wall thickness).
we designed microparts of 500 500 200 m in size, 60 m
in wall thickness, which form an interconnected pore network
with pore dimension of 280 m [Fig. 2(c)] and result in about
70% porosity.
C. How Does the Error Grow During Assembly?
In the macro world, it is not difficult, using for example
milling or turning techniques, to fabricate parts with 0.1-mm
precision, representing a relative error of 0.02% on a typical
part of size 0.5 m, which is negligible for most assembly tasks.
However, the relative error is much larger in microfabrication.
For example, using stereolithography, the typical fabrication
error on a 100- m large part is about 5 m or 5%. Our mi-
croassembly task involves insertion with multiple contact
surfaces and will be strongly influenced by the dimensional
errors. For instance, when the distance between two walls is
much larger than that between the two slots, assembly cannot
be achieved.
Position error can also arise from the manipulation system.
If the lower two parts are placed too far away or too close, as-
sembly will fail. Our microparts are fabricated by optical lithog-
raphy with precision of 5 m and the positioning system has
0.1- m resolution. The slots of the parts are designed to have
10- m chamfer (i.e., 10 m wide and 30 m high slope on
the slots), making the assembly process tolerant to shape errors.
However, when more and more parts are fitted, the error might
accumulate until it causes a serious problem in assembly. How
will the error grow during assembly with an increasing number
of microparts and layers? The feasibility of our microassembly
concept depends critically on the answer to this question, as for
example a scaffold of 1 cm will require approximately 90 layers.
Inside the scaffold, each part is fixed by the lower and upper
two parts in which it is in contact. In this way, the part is over-
constrained and must be distorted, making it difficult to analyze
and determine the position error. In the following, we analyze
how error grows with the number of microparts, considering a
scaffold with layers, such that all parts are connected
together. (With only one or two layers there are several uncon-
nected components and the position error depends on the accu-
racy of the manipulation.)
To simplify the analysis of error between a part of
a given layer and the part at the origin (0,0) in the first layer,
Fig. 3. Stochastic error analysis: Indexes of four consecutive layers in a scaf-
fold with microparts of Fig. 2(c). (B), (C), (D): Part is connected through several
parts to the part fixed at origin (0,0). Path shown is (B), (C) and involves a min-
imal number of parts, and (D) displays another possible path.
we use the shortest, i.e., the most rigid parts chain connecting
them and neglected more compliant chains involving more parts
(Fig. 3). To further simplify the computations, we consider that
the main error source is the distance error from the center of the
notch to the center of the part, which we call “shape error” as it
is caused by imperfections in the manufacturing process.
We use the following notation: denotes part position
at , and the superscript indicates the layer number. and
are the distances from slot center to the part center on the
negative and positive sides, respectively. They are assumed to
be independent normally distributed variables with
m
m (1)
This corresponds to the design in Fig. 2(c), when the manufac-
turing system is calibrated such that systematic errors are elim-
inated and other shape errors such as distortion, angle error,
etc. are neglected. This simplifies the deviation error analysis
without affecting the results. When there are only three layers,
we further assume that the parts are rigid. Considering the upper
left half of the coordinate plane , we note that
and are always even (see Fig. 3) and define
(2)
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The position of the part is then
(3)
As the mean value is linear, and for normally distributed
variables
so and are normally distributed variables with
m
m
m
m (4)
When the fourth layer is assembled, the parts are overcon-
strained and distortion must happen so that the new part can be
fitted in. We further assume that the stiffness of the new part
to be placed is much larger than the already assembled parts
chains (from the part at origin to the part at destination), and the
further a part is from the origin, the more compliant the chain
is. In Fig. 3(b), the shadow area shows the force path from part
to the origin which is much more compliant than the
part itself. Then, we assume that when a part is added in the
fourth layer, the two parts in the third layer that are being joined
together will produce the same displacement. The position of
a part in the fourth layer is thus shown in the equation at the
bottom of the page and with mean and variance
m
m
m
m (5)
The position error of the fourth layer is smaller than that in the
third. After the fourth layer is added, the parts in the third layer
will translate due to connection deflection; therefore, the part
position becomes
(6)
Their mean and variance become
m
m
m
m (7)
Compared with (5), we see that the adjunction of the fourth layer
reduces the position error in the third layer.
The previous formulation can be extended to the th and
th layers [19]
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Fig. 4. Stochastic error analysis of how position error of a part located at
(k ; k ) evolves with an increasing number of parts and layers assembled. (A)
Position error decreases with increasing number of layers and becomes similar
to shape error. (B) Position error increases linearly with increasing scaffold
horizontal dimension. However, the increasing rate is quite lower than that in
the perpendicular direction. Position error ( ) of a scaffold with 5 mm in
horizontal dimension is about 9 m .
(8)
The mean and variance for the th layer are [19]
m
m (9)
and for the th layer
m
m (10)
For
m (11)
The limit for is
m (12)
This means that in a large scaffold the part position depends only
on its own shape error, which is controlled by the manufacturing
process.
Fig. 4 shows how the error changes with increasing scaffold
size and the number of layers according to the above model. We
see that the position variance increases linearly with the size of
the scaffold (in the horizontal - plane) and decreases with the
number of layers. When more than three layers are assembled,
each part is overconstrained, which produces internal stress,
and part connections must deform to be joined together (Fig. 3).
These internal stress and distortions provide an averaging effect
Fig. 5. Local view of reaction force in FEM simulation.
reducing the final scaffold dimensional errors, which is similar to
elastic averaging designs [17], [18]. Note that no systematic error
was assumed in our modeling, though this would not affect the
deviation.
Also, due to the internal stress and distortions, the friction at
large contact areas between parts contributes to hold them to-
gether tightly. The friction is large enough to exceed the weight
so that the assembled scaffold can be lifted up by grasping only
one part. In our scheme, the parts are assembled from above
and push fitted, so the dimensional error, which grows with
scaffold height, can be compensated during the assembly using
sensory information.
D. FEM Simulation to Test Assembly Feasibility
The parts should be sufficiently compliant to accept the re-
quired deformation in the extreme case of 10- m misalignment.
To investigate whether the parts made of particular biomaterials
are likely to break or be damaged during assembly, a 3-D contact
simulation using the finite-element method (FEM) was carried
out to estimate the involved forces and deformation [19].
Poly -caprolactone (PCL), a suitable material for bone engi-
neering, was selected. Its material properties are listed in Table I.
Simulation was carried out using MARC [21]. The simulation
considers friction proportional to the normal force exerted on
the object by the contact surface, i.e., Coulomb friction. It was
assumed that the center of the bottom surface of the lower part
is fixed. The upper part was placed with 10- m position error
relative to one wall of the lower part, corresponding to an ex-
treme misalignment. The other three branches were neglected
to reduce computation to a manageable amount. In the simula-
tion, the upper part moved down until it was fully assembled
into the lower part. A 100- m displacement constraint was ex-
erted on the two edges of the top central area. The results of the
simulation suggest the following(Fig. 5):
1) With a maximal misalignment of 10 m, the microparts
will not be crushed by assembly. The maximal stress at
the top central area of the upper part is 4 MPa. Thus, with
four branches all in extreme misalignment, the stress will
be 16 MPa. However, in this simulation, the constraint is
added on the two edges. In the real assembly the force
is exerted on the top surface so that the stress may be
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TABLE I
MECHANICAL PROPERTIES OF POLY("-CAPROLACTONE) [20]
reduced. Further, in compression the material will have
higher strength than in tension.
2) Maximal stress at the contact area caused by friction during
insertion (at the corner of the straight wall and slope) is
about 9 MPa and will not cause any permanent damage.
3) Maximal pressing force is about 4 mN. Thus, with four
branches all in 10- m misalignment, the pressing force can
reach 16 mN which will be provided by the gripper. How-
ever, we expect a larger force in the real assembly because
the tribology is more complex than the simple Coulomb
model assumed in our simulation.
4) Since the part weight is only about 0.2 mN, the deformation
and contact forces after assembly will help hold the parts
together and reduce the final position error.
III. FABRICATION OF BIOCOMPATIBLE BUILDING BLOCKS
Fabricating the microparts of Fig. 2(c) is challenging due to
their small size (0.5 0.5 0.2 m overall, 60 m wall thick-
ness with 5 m tolerance) and complex 3-D shape. Optical
lithography or stereolithography can produce microparts from
photosensitive biomaterials fulfilling these requirements. Mi-
cromoulding techniques such as softlithography and LIGA may
be used in the case of nonphotosensitive materials, e.g., PCL
[20]. A further requirement is the compatibility of the parts pro-
duction with the assembly process. A scaffold of one cubic cen-
timeter is composed of about 35 000 parts, so the parts must be
produced in a process suitable to mass production and assembly.
We developed the fabrication of SU-8 microparts using
optical lithography and plasma etching, which is illustrated
in Fig. 6 and described in the following paragraph. The parts
are regularly positioned on a wafer and can be easily grasped.
SU-8 is a biocompatible material with elasticity modulus of
about 4 GPa [22], [23] and mechanical properties similar to
poly(L-lactide) (P(L)LA): a very hard biodegradable material
which also can be used for bone growth experiments [20].
A second set of microparts was fabricated by IMM-Mainz
using an acrylic resin with a rapid micro product development
(RMPD) process [24] based on stereolithography. Each layer
is 10 m thick and an accuracy of approximately 5 m can
be achieved in the manufacturing process. The material has a
Young’s modulus of 349.2 MPa, tensile strength of 14.8 MPa
and an elongation at fracture of 5.7%, i.e., mechanical proper-
ties similar to PCL.
A silicon wafer was first coated with positive photoresist, pat-
terned under UV light, and developed to have the photoresist
covering regions of the notches of the parts. The wafer was then
sent for deep reactive ion etching to a depth of 100 m. After
that, there were plateaux on the wafer which were the comple-
ment of the notches [Fig. 6(a)]. The photoresist was removed
Fig. 6. Fabrication of microparts. (A) Process to create plateaux on a silicon
wafer. (B) Created microparts can be easily separated from wafer.
and a sacrificial layer of was thermally grown. Then, a
200- m-thick layer of SU-8 was coated on it. Soft baking was
then carried out on a hot plate [25]. The hot plate was care-
fully levelled to be perfectly horizontal so that a flat surface and
a uniform layer of equal height across the whole wafer could
be obtained as a result of reflow occurring during soft baking.
With a good alignment and with the sacrificial layer in between,
the SU-8 layer was photopatterned and developed into the cross
shapes standing on the plateaux which formed the notches. Fi-
nally, the wafer was dipped in hydrofluoric acid (HF) to dissolve
the sacrificial oxide layer to separate the microparts from the
wafer. HF will etch the oxide layer laterally inwards from the
perimeter of the microparts towards the center underneath the
part. When the time of HF dipping was set carefully, the cross
shape SU-8 part was still fixed on the wafer but with only a
small central point connected [Fig. 6(b)]. The detailed process
is described in [26]. At the end, the fabricated microparts were
regularly disposed on the wafer and could be easily removed
from the wafer using a microgripper, which greatly facilitates
the scaffold fabrication process (Fig. 7).
IV. WORKSTATION FOR 4DOF MICROASSEMBLY
A. Gripper to Manipulate Biocompatible Microparts
The targeted assembly scheme requires a gripper to grasp the
microscopic building blocks with wall size 60 m, manipulate
them without harming the biological agents they bear, bring
them to destination in the crowded scaffold environment, and
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Fig. 7. Microparts fabricated as described in Fig. 6. Microparts are regularly
placed on wafer (left) but can be easily detached from it by lifting (right).
Fig. 8. (A) Dedicated precision workstation for microassembly. (B) Whole
scaffold can be lifted up by grasping one part, showing that microparts cleave to-
gether without glue or thermal treatment. (C) Shape memory alloy microgripper
(compared with a match).
push them with sufficient force in order to fix them on the pre-
vious layer. Thus this gripper must be:
1) compact and biocompatible;
2) able to provide sufficient grip force such that a part is not
moving relative to the gripper;
3) able to push a part on the previous layer with sufficient
force.
A compact gripper with sufficient grasp force was obtained
using shape memory alloys [27]. This monolithic microgripper
has overall dimension of only 3–4 mm and two fingers of 70- m
width [Fig. 8(c)]. The fixed finger has a plateau on its tip to pro-
vide sufficient pressing force for assembly. The other finger’s
movement is driven by the deformation resulting from the in-
teraction of the actuator and a pullback spring. The actuator has
a square shape working as a soft spring with changing stiffness
[28]. The pullback spring is a parallel structure which provides
pullback force and constrains the finger movement, thus guiding
it.
The actuator was locally annealed [29] to induce shape
memory effect: it will try to recover its original shape upon
temperature-induced phase transformation. However, the re-
maining parts and in particular the pullback spring remain
in the cold-worked state, i.e., no shape memory effect upon
temperature changes. An electrical path is integrated to heat
the gripper by the Joule effect. A two-step electrical signal is
used to drive the gripper. A 0.68 A/0.6 s peak provides fast heat
followed by a 0.48-A plateau to maintain the temperature.
After prestraining, the actuator is deformed by the pullback
spring. Upon heating, the actuator becomes more rigid, tries to
recover its original shape, deforms the pullback spring more,
and closes the finger. Upon natural cooling, the actuator softens,
is deformed by the pullback spring, thus the gripper opens. The
maximal motion range is 80 m and the grip force is about 30
mN upon 30- m finger movement. This gripper is capable of
manipulating 60- m-large objects, corresponding to the width
of a branch of a micropart Fig. 7(b), right.
The time to cool the gripper is in the order of 1 s, thus a lim-
iting factor of the assembly presented in this paper. Therefore,
we have developed a new gripper using adhesion forces as a
gripping principle, such that assembly speed is not limited by
the physical principle used to grip the parts.
B. Precision Stages and Visual Feedback
Two (PI M-511.DD) translation stages moving in the hor-
izontal - plane, fixed together, support the substrate and
scaffold [Fig. 8(a)]. The substrate is a silicon wafer etched to
have microplateaux which fit the notches of the first layer of the
scaffold Fig. 7(b), right. The microgripper is fixed to the rota-
tion stage (PI M-037DG) which is mounted to another trans-
lation stage (PI M-511.DDB) moving in the vertical direction
(and equipped with a brake so as to lock the stage against falling
after power-off). Thus, the microgripper can rotate and move up
and down to grasp and assemble the microparts on the assembly
table, which is moved vertically relative to it.
An optical linear encoder mounted close to the ballscrew pro-
vides a resolution of 0.1 m for the three translation stages,
and the declared accuracy is about 1 m. The maximal velocity
is 50 mm/s and maximal stroke 102 mm. The rotation stage is
equipped with precise worm gear drive allowing unlimited rota-
tion in either direction with 0.1 resolution. A (PI C-842) mul-
tichannel controller is used to control the four stages.
Two Zeiss (SEC-ZOOM 4) microscopes with a large working
distance (of 48 mm) are mounted from the side and provide two
images, i.e., 3-D information on the assembly workspace. Two
Sony digital cameras with charge-coupled device (CCD)
replace the binocular eyepieces and transmit the grabbed im-
ages into the Matrox Meteor II frame grabber and then to the
computer.
The - - - motion actuator and the microscopes are
placed on an optical table in a clean room environment
[Fig. 8(a)]. The parallelism ( to ), perpendicularity ( - to
), and coincidence (gripper’s rotation axis to ) between axes
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Fig. 9. Robot calibration. Contact surfaces of aluminum connector and adapter
are machined with high precision for calibration using a dial gauge.
Fig. 10. Control interface.
were calibrated using a dial gauge (Fig. 9) [30]. Fig. 10 shows
the graphical user interface. The interface is written in MFC
code. The operating system is Windows NT. Communication
with control board and ports is achieved by programming
through RTX. Matrox Imaging Library (MIL) is used to pro-
gram the graphics board.
V. ASSEMBLY EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS
A. Semi-Automatic Grasping and Assembly
Microassembly requires micron/submicron position preci-
sion and the automation poses challenges for the robotic system
[31]–[35]. For a multi-axis robot, an accurate calibration of
directionality between axes should be carried out. It will be
ideal to have a close-loop control with high-precision position
and force feedback [30]. Sensors cannot be easily mounted on
the precision mechanism without making them bulky or com-
promising its functionality. Visual feedback from microscopes
is a noncontact alternative to control accurate positioning.
The view may be obstructed by the tools or be limited in the
crowded environment which is full of fixation mechanisms that
are orders of magnitude larger than the parts and micro tools.
Additionally, when 3-D visual feedback from microscopes is
required, another challenge is how to coordinate the images
with limited depth-of-focus. Visual servoing strategies using
high magnification optical microscopes and depth-from-focus
methods for auto-focus have been investigated in [36] and [37].
These works also investigated the coarse-to-fine visual servoing
strategy to realize the transition of visual tracking from wide
angle view to fine positioning in micron precision [37].
Since the gripper fingers are very fragile, any scratch or col-
lision between the gripper and the substrate must be prevented.
Further, various problems may happen, such as misalignment,
tilting, deformation, and distortion. In order to follow the as-
sembly process clearly, it is necessary to adjust the magnifica-
tion to see a 2 2 mm large area, and the corresponding depth
of field is limited to about 400 m. Therefore, the 100 m large
region in which the assembly takes place and the region where
new parts to be assembled are picked up cannot be simultane-
ously in the field of view of the microscope.
As this paper is focused on proving the feasibility of the as-
sembly concept, tele-operation using a coarse-to-fine motion ap-
proach was used to realize safe and relatively fast assembly [8],
[36]. During the transport phase, the gripper loaded with the
part moves automatically at high speed. When it approaches the
destination, the operator takes control and moves it step-by-step,
using large 20 m-long steps and then small 5- and 1- m-long
steps until assembly is completed.
The SU-8 parts are regularly placed on the wafer. The relative
position of the scaffold to the parts to be assembled is known,
and the gripper automatically finds the position of the part to
pick up. The fine approach and grasping is done by the oper-
ator. The grasping requires nudging the part slightly to break
the joint, after which it can be lifted up and transported.
A correlation computation is then used to identify a suitable
target location in the scaffold by searching the desired pattern
of the lower two parts on which the new part will be assem-
bled. The substrate holding the lower layers then moves hori-
zontally to the destination, which is at the vertical of the part
held by the gripper. Assembly is achieved by the operator by
pushing the part down until the notches fit the walls. Then, the
gripper releases the assembled part and continues to the next
one automatically.
The RMPD microparts from the second set were not disposed
regularly on the wafer, so in this case template matching was
also used to find a part before picking it (Fig. 11).
B. Release Strategy and Result of Assembly
Releasing the micropart is often problematic as adhesion
forces become dominant in the microworld [38]. A releasing
strategy was thus developed using the internal stress and
adhesion forces maintaining assembled parts together after
assembly. The gripper opened and moved 15 m to let the
reference finger leave the part. As the adhesion forces between
the gripper and the part decrease rapidly with the distance
between the tool and the micro object, the gripper could go
up without taking the part with it. Fig. 8(b) shows that after
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Fig. 11. Determining where to assemble a part using correlation with a sample
pattern (shown in right top corner). Algorithm can find a correct position even
when image is blurred.
assembly the whole scaffold can be lifted up by grasping a part
on the top, demonstrating that friction forces suffice to hold the
whole scaffold together. The grasping force of the gripper was
measured as described in [27]. When grasping a part, the finger
deflection was about 15 m, which resulted in a grasping force
of about 20 mN.
Using the robotic workstation and developed processes, scaf-
folds were built successfully. The gripper went to the wafer, de-
tached the joint, and lifted the part up without difficulty, then
went to the target workspace, decreased the speed when ap-
proaching the destination, until assembly was completed. Al-
though positioning errors existed, the parts could be pushed in
and assembled together and the positions of the lower two parts
were regulated by the above part after assembly. Fig. 8(b) shows
a scaffold with seven layers using 50 RMPD parts.
The theoretical error analysis of Section II indicated that the
- position error of each part will decrease with increasing
number of layers. To test this prediction, a seven-layer scaffold
was assembled, the bottom of which was not fixed. After each
layer was assembled, the distance between each pair of adjacent
microparts was measured using a microscope with an - stage
having 0.5- m precision to move samples and the variance was
computed. This distance is indicative of the position error and
determines whether the above part can be assembled or not.
In the scaffold, the first to seventh layers have 16,12, 9, 6, 4,
2, 1 parts, respectively. If a layer contains parts, then there are
independent distances in the -direction and in
the -direction. For example, the first layer has in total 30 dis-
tances to measure, the second 22, the third layer 16, and so on.
The result, shown in Fig. 12, indicates that the error decreased
with an increasing number of layers, as was predicted by the
stochastic model of Section II. (The top two layers with 2 and 1
parts were not considered.)
VI. DISCUSSION
This paper presented and tested a novel technique to fabricate
scaffold/cell constructs for TE. The idea consists of forming 3-D
porous structures by assembling biocompatible microscopic
building blocks. This concept enables customized design of the
Fig. 12. Implementation confirms that position error decreases when more
layers are assembled.
scaffold with individual pore morphology, interconnections and
scaffold architecture, and controlled concentration of biological
signals, cells, and chemicals, by selecting different designs
of the microparts and coating them suitably before assembly.
In contrast to existing scaffold fabrication techniques, neither
heat nor chemicals are involved during the process, and it
becomes possible to realize local chemistry and to integrate
vascularization.
While these advantages make our fabrication concept at-
tractive to TE, the assembly poses challenges and problems in
microfabrication, micromanipulation, fixation, and releasing.
A simple assembly principle requiring only four degrees of
freedom was proposed in which the microparts are pushed from
above like Lego parts.
The first indication of feasibility was provided by a sto-
chastic analysis studying how the error grows with the number
of layers. The results suggested that the positioning error of the
parts would not increase with the number of layers, indeed it
decreases with increasing number of layers and becomes sim-
ilar to the shape error of a single part. Second, a finite-element
simulation of the assembly suggested that parts of biomaterials
corresponding to our TE application are sufficiently compliant
to be assembled without crushing. The microparts were de-
signed to have 10- m chamfers to allow positioning error.
FEM analysis showed that no plastic deformation happens if
the part can be joined (i.e., with maximal misalignment of
10 m); microassembly will not cause plastic deformation
inside the scaffold. After assembly, parts are vertically sup-
ported and under compression so that they have much higher
yield strength. However, more experiments of large scaffold
assembly are required to examine this.
A challenge was to produce microparts with relatively com-
plex 3-D shape using MEMS techniques initially developed for
silicon, which had to be adapted to biomaterials. To simplify the
fabrication, relatively high tolerance of 5 m was accepted.
Although this shape error is high relative to the 60- m feature
dimension, the resulting deformations, together with adhesion
forces, should help to connect parts without any adhesive or
heat. With the implemented lithography process produced, the
microparts are placed regularly on a wafer and can be picked up
easily. However, currently the SU-8 parts do not have chamfers
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on the notches. Tilting the wafer during DRIE process may form
plateaux with slopes and thus form the 10- m chamfers. Parts
produced by stereolithography (built layer after layer) enable
3-D geometry, in particular, to realize notches with chamfers as
well as a narrow slot on the notch top to further increase elas-
ticity. The throughput is not as high as optical lithography.
Further testing of this concept is required to implement as-
sembly using appropriate robotics techniques. A microassembly
workstation was developed by integrating a microgripper, com-
mercial precision stages, suitable calibration mechanisms, and
a semiautomatic control using visual feedback through two
optical microscopes. The created shape memory alloy micro-
gripper is suitable for manipulation of biological substrates
because heating of the fingers is avoided. It has two fingers
driven by a parallel structure which can grasp objects with dif-
ferent shapes and control their orientation, and enables a large
pushing force. However, sometimes the part tilted during the
insertion. A gripper with more complex shape or a multifinger
gripper would enable a more stable grasp.
Manipulation in the microworld is significantly different from
the macroworld because capillary, electrostatic, and Van der
Waals forces become dominant, which can cause micro-objects
to jump to the gripper and prevent their release. Further, fit-
ting microparts together by force is significantly more complex
than a simple pick-and-place as it requires controlling the ob-
ject’s orientation, overcoming friction, and resistance from po-
sitioning and dimension errors. Instead of attempting to mini-
mize intrinsic forces in the microworld, a successful assembly
process was developed by using these forces. In particular, fric-
tion, adhesion forces, and material compliance were used to
bond the parts and form stable structures.
The realized scaffolds demonstrated the feasibility of this
promising concept to build composite scaffolds with complex
3-D shape providing optimal growth conditions and enabling
vascularization. The theoretical predictions of the feasibility
were verified; in particular, position errors decreased with an
increasing number of layers assembled. However, many steps
are needed before this technique will be used systematically
in TE.
First, the sequential assembly principle is inherently slow,
e.g., the pyramid of Fig. 8(b), made of 50 elements, was built in
about two hours. With limited improvements we are currently
able to pick and place a part every 5 s. An improved automa-
tion, the use of parallel grippers and preassembled elements will
probably increase the frequency to over 1 Hz. The maximal fre-
quency is not limited by physical principles and will depend
on the automation. Second, using several kinds of microparts
would bring more flexibility in the possible scaffold architec-
tures and speed up the process. Last but not least, TE requires
producing microparts with biodegradable/bioresorbable mate-
rials and extensive in vitro and in vivo testing to examine the
cells attachment and proliferation.
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